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-

I wanted to recognize Crystal Hornbacher, Sonya Usselman, and Judy Titus. There were a large number of
medications that came from the pharmacy which takes time to check and put away. They displayed great
teamwork and were able to check and stock the medcart just in time for supper to assist the residents!

(Submitted by Brianna Weinmann)
-

The housekeeping staff are really shining up the floors. They’ve been working hard this week and it
shows. Thanks to Ronda Patzer for being a strong leader who jumps in to assist her staff where
needed. (Submitted by Candie Thompson)

-

I would like to recognize Stacy Diehl in housekeeping for jumping in to clean the ER after a code when
the main floor coworker had to be in another area to clean. She had already finished her duties for the
day and jumped right in with a smile on her face and a “no problem” attitude. (Submitted by Lori

Pellett)……. I have to say, Stacy brightens up the hall when she works. Her smile is
awesome!- Greg
-

Just wanted to say what a wonderful job Donna Corneliusen does with our patients, so helpful and very
kind. I would also like to make known that we greatly appreciate Donna for singing Happy Birthday to
employees on their birthday. What a wonderful way to make someone’s day!!! Keep up the good work
and Thank you. (Submitted by Eleanor Sieglock)

-

Thanks to Kim Thorson for covering the ER this week. We needed short notice coverage and even
though it was a very special day for her, she instantly agreed to help us out. I am grateful for her
support.

-

Kim Rust is covering the lab during an unexpected extended absence. If this were not enough, our lab
will be going through the annual state survey next week. I do not worry about the results because I
have total faith in Kim and her leadership. Still it is an awful lot to ask of her. Thanks Kim.

-

Marjorie Kleinsasser prepared a first aid course for members of our community. She trained folks from
Drake, Fessenden, and here in Harvey. I am thrilled that we could support the community like this and
could not have done it without Marjorie.

Pam Stewart really helped me out with our Community Health Needs Assessment (and many other
initiatives). Pam developed our computer survey tool and entered many of the paper surveys into the
system for us. We have nearly 300 surveys completed, at this point, and the numbers are all crunched.
I appreciate all Pam’s support.
DID YOU KNOW:
-

-

The fire alarm for senior housing and the child care center blinks in the Unit A Hallway. See the
picture-

There are signs below each blinking device so you will know where the fire is. When you see them
blinking, pull the nearest fire pull station and remain in place to direct responders to the appropriate
area. This is a bit unique so I appreciate everyone’s attention. Just ask me a question if you are
unclear.
Greg LaFrancois

